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 ค์ณะกัริริมกัาริ ริับผู้ิดชอบในกัาริกัำาหนดและทบทวนโค์ริงสริ้าง 
ค์ณะกัริริมกัาริทั�งในเริื�องขนาด องค์์ป็ริะกัอบ สัดส่วนกัริริมกัาริที�เป็็นอิสริะ 
ที�เหมาะสมและจำำาเป็น็ต้อ่กัารินำาพีาองค์์กัริสูว่ตั้ถืป่็ริะสงค์แ์ละเป็า้หมาย่หลกัั 
ที�กัำาหนดไว้

3.1 Board Structure
  The Board define and review the structure of the Board, 
Sub-Committees and Independent Directors to be suitable and 
qualified with knowledge skills experiences and expertise which 
are important to the Board composition and comply with the 
company’s business.

     Composition and qualification of Board

 1. The Board must consist of at least 5 Directors but not  
  exceed 15 Directors
 2. There should be the independent Directors no less than 
  one-third of a whole Directors and there must be at least 3  
  Independent Directors. 
 3. The age of Director must not over 70 years old.
 4. The terms of Directors and Independent Directors is 3 years  
  per term which can be reappointed according to the law and  
  not over 3 terms or not more than 9 years consecutively  
  (without an exemption). 

 Practical guideline 3
 Strengthen Board Effectiveness
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 5. Holding the position of Director in the State enterprise and/or 
   the listed company on the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). 
  (1) Holding the position of Director in the State enterprise  
   and/or the legal entity that the State enterprise is a  
   shareholder not more than 3 places. 
  (2) Holding the position of Director in the company listed on  
   the SET not more than 3 companies. In addition, the  
   Director position holding according to (1) and (2) must not  
   over 5 places in total.  
 6.  Being expertise in multi-disciplines in order to combine  
  necessary knowledge which comprise of 
   • The expertise in petroleum or petrochemical business at 
    least 3 persons
   • The expertise in law at least 1 person
      • The expertise in accountancy and finance at least 1 person 
         Nevertheless, this should comply with the recruitment policies 
  and regulations, considering the education background,  
  management experiences in such field and well achievement  
  and recognition acceptable in comparable scale of business. 
 7. Possess complete qualifications without prohibited qualities  
  under the Public Company Act, the Securities and Exchange  
  Act, Announcement of the Capital Market Committee,  
  Securities and Exchange Commission Regulations, Rules of  
  the Stock Exchange of Thailand, Articles of Association of  
  Companies in Thailand, Good Corporate Governance  
  Principles and other related requirements and should not  
  possess the inappropriate qualities in order to acquire trust  
  for the company execution. 
 8. Possess complete qualifications without prohibited qualities 
   under the Cabinet Resolution on the 24th January 2011 on the 
  appointment of high-ranking government officials or the  
  person holding the position of Director in the State enterprise and/ 
  or the legal entity of which the State enterprise is shareholders.
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 9.  Possess a supportive and promoted quality and image of the 
   implementation on the Good Corporate Governance in order  
   to add value to the company such as morality, ethics,  
   independence, expressive confidence, creativity, duty of care  
   and duty of loyalty, dedicator and well acceptance from the  
   society. 
 10. If used to hold the position of the company Director, the  
   performance as the Director with full capacity and the useful  
   opinion and suggestion to the company shall be considered. 
3.2 Roles Duties and Responsibilities of Chairman of Board of Director 
 (Details are according to the practical guideline 1, page 50 -51)

3.3 Nomination and Appointment of the Board of Directors and  
 Sub-Committees
  The Board shall good govern on the nomination and appointment 
of Director to be transparent and explicit in order to acquire the qualified 
Board complying with the composition.
  • Board of Directors
   1. The shareholders are authorized to appoint the Board of  
     Directors. The Nomination and Remuneration Committee  
     will select the suitable person to be nominated as a  
     Director and present to the Board to approve before  
     presenting at the meeting.
     The shareholders consider to approve according to the  
     rules as following:
     (1) One shareholder has a vote equal to the number of the  
        shares that he or she holds and one share per vote.
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    (2) The election of Director shall vote as a person or one  
     time for a whole number of Directors that should be  
     selected at that time according to the approval of the 
     shareholder meeting. For the voting, whether to be  
     one person or a group of person, a person who is 
     voted by the shareholders will acquire the vote from  
     the shareholder according to the shares that he or  
     she holds under (1). The shareholder cannot share  
     his or her vote more or less to anyone.
    (3) The resolution requires a majority vote, whereby a  
     person receiving the highest votes in descending  
     order shall be elected as a Director according to the 
     equal number of Directors that shall have or shall  
     be elected at that time. In the event that the persons  
     elected in descending order have the equal votes  
     exceeding the number of required Directors or the  
     number that should be elected at that time. The  
     chairman of the meeting shall have a casting vote.
 2. The Board of Directors shall appoint one Director to be  
   a Chairman and the Board of Directors shall consider  
   to appoint one Director or Directors to be the Vice  
   Chairman to perform the duty in accordance with the  
   company’s rules and as assigned by the Chairman. 
 3. The Board of Directors appoints the President and Chief  
   Executive Officer which is from the selection according to  
   the relevant procedures and regulations. The President  
   and Chief Executive Officer shall as well hold the position  
   of the Director and the Secretary of the Board of Directors. 
 4. In the event that the Director’s position becomes vacant  
   for the reasons other than the end-term. The Board of 
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   Directors shall nominate a person who has complete  
   qualifications without any prohibited qualities according  
   to the law as a replacement Director at the next Board  
   Meeting. Unless the remaining terms of the vacant  
   Director is less than 2 months, the replacement Director  
   will be in the office only for the remaining terms of the  
   Director that he or she replaces. The resolution of the  
   Board of Directors for the nomination of replacement  
   Director must consist of votes no less than three-fourth of  
   the remaining Directors.
 5. In the event that the Director’s position becomes vacant  
   less than the numbers that can hold the meeting, the  
   remaining Directors shall act on behalf of the Board of  
   Directors only to mange to hold the meeting of the  
   shareholders in order to nominate the whole vacant  
   positions. This shall be done within 3 months since the day 
   of the vacant position less than the number that can hold  
   the meeting. The replacement Director can hold the  
   position only the remaining terms of the person that he or  
   she replaces. 
 6.  The new appointed Director shall attend the Director  
   Orientation for the important information which will be  
   useful to the duty preforming within 3 months since the  
   nomination date.
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  • Independent Directors
   According to the Good Corporate Governance, which 
defines that the Board of Directors shall comprise of the 
Independent Directors not less than one-third of the whole Board 
of Directors. The terms of the Independent Directors shall be 
equal to the terms of the Board of Directors which is 3 years per 
term. The Independent Director whose terms is terminated might 
be re-appointed from the shareholders but shall not be over 
successive 3 terms or not over 9 years without any exceptions. 
   The Independent Director must have knowledge with an 
independent qualification in compliance with the Announcement of 
the Capital Market Supervisory Board and defined by the Board of 
Directors. The qualifications of the Independent Director is stricter 
than the regulations of the Announcement of the Capital Market 
Supervisory Board on the proportion of shares holding which is not 
over 0.5% (the Capital Market Supervisory Board defines not over 
1.0%) and the definition of the Independent Director is disclosed on 
the company website at www.irpc.co.th 
   The Independent Directors are able to freely express their 
views at the meeting. They shall regularly attend the meeting 
and able to access the financial and business information 
appropriately in order to express their views freely. They shall 
protect the benefits of the stakeholders and rule out the conflict 
of interest between the company and the executives, Directors or 
the major shareholders.
 (Details of the Independent Director’s qualifications appear on 
part 6 definition of key words page 206)
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3.5 The Governance of Director Operation
 The Board of Directors shall govern all Directors to be 
responsible of their duties and allocate enough time.
 3.5.1 Shall govern to ensure that there are mechanisms to  
   support the Directors to understand their roles and duties. 
 3.5.2 Shall define the regulations on the Director’s position  
   holding in another company considering the effectiveness  
   of the Director’s work that hold the position in many  
   companies and ensure that the Director properly dedicate  
   on the company’s duties. The listed companies shall be  
   defined to which each Director will hold the position in  
   accordance with the qualities or the company’s business  
   nature and it shall not exceed 3 listed companies. As a 
   result, the effectiveness of the performance as a Director  
   might decrease if the number of the companies that the  
   Director hold the position is too many and there is a  
   disclosure of such regulations.
 3.5.3 Organize the report system of other position holding  
   of the Director and disclose. In case that the Director  
   hold the position of the Director or Executive, or has  
   whether direct or indirect interests in other businesses  
   that have conflict, or able to misuse the opportunity or  
   company’s information for their own benefits. 
 3.5.4 Ensure that the company has sufficiently preventive  
   measurements and notify the shareholders to be  
   acknowledged appropriately.
 3.5.5 Assign each Director to attend the meeting at least no  
   less than 75% of a whole Director meeting which is  
   held in a year.
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3.6 The Governance of the Companies in IRPC Group
 The Board of Director shall set the guidelines to govern the 
Subsidiaries, Associates and Joint-venture companies through 
the representative of the company who is the Top Executive and 
being nominated to hold the position of Director or Executive of the 
Subsidiary, Associate and Joint Venture Company. The nomination 
shall be approved from the Board of Directors and the decision 
making on the important investment, and the business operation of 
such representative shall be approved by the Investment Committee 
or the Management Committee or the Board of Directors depend 
on the case, and shall define to report the progress and important 
implementation frequently. 

3.7 The Assessment of the Board of Director
 The Board of Director shall define the self-assessment 
every year such as (1) the self-assessment of the whole Board of 
Directors (2) the self-assessment of each of the Director (3) the self-
assessment of the 4 Sub-Committees such as the Audit Committee, 
the Nomination and Remuneration Committee, the Good Corporate 
Governance Committee and the Risk Management Committee. 
The Committees shall consider together on the performance result 
and advice to address the problems which lead to improve to be 
more strengthened. There shall be the assessment from the third 
party according to the appropriate time such as every 3-year and 
disclose in the annual report. 

3.8 The Director Development
 Encourage the Directors and Executives to attend the seminar 
with the useful courses for the duty performing on the business and 
industrial management including the roles and responsibilities of 
the Director. 
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 Practical Guideline 4
 Ensure Effective CEO and People Management

4.1 The Board of Directors ensure that there shall be a nomination 
 and development of the President and Chief Executive  
 Officer (CEO) and the Top Executives to have knowledge,  
 skills, experiences and necessary qualities to drive the  
 organization to achieve the goals as following: 
 (1) Assign the Nomination and Numeration Committee to  
  define the regulations and the nomination procedures for  
  the qualified person to hold the position of the CEO.
 (2) Govern the CEO to appoint the appropriate Top Executives.  
  The Board of Directors or the Nomination and Numeration  
  Committee together with the CEO consider the regulations  
  and nomination procedures and appoint the person to be  
  the Top Executive.   
 (3) Govern for the Succession Plan in order to prepare the  
  successor of the CEO and the Top Executives. The CEO  
  shall report the implementation result according to the  
  succession plan to the Board of Directors periodically.
 (4) Encourage and support the CEO and the Top Executives  
  to attend the training to develop and increase the  
  knowledge and experiences which will be useful for the  
  duty performing.      
 (5) Set up the policies and guidelines for the CEO and the  
  Top Executive position holding in another company  
  explicitly. 
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4.2 The Board of Directors shall govern to define the appropriate  
 numeration structure and assessment. 
 (1)   Define the numeration as an incentive for the CEO and  
  the Top Executives including all levels of operational  
  personnel complying with the purposes and main goals of  
  the organization and consistent to the interests of the  
  business in long term which include.
 (2) Consider the appropriate numeration proportion from the  
  short term and long term performance result such as  
  salary and bonus. 
 (3) Define the policy on the numeration both in monetary  
  and non-monetary regarding the factors, for example,  
  same industry numeration level, size appropriateness,  
  type and business complexity, responsibilities and the  
  motivation ability, and maintain qualified personnel. 
 (4) Define the policies regarding the assessment, regulations  
  and communication to be recognized. 
     (5) The Board of Directors not including the Director who is  
  an Executive shall have the roles regarding the numeration  
  and the assessment of the CEO at least on the issues as  
  following:
  (5.1) approve the assessment regulation of the CEO and such  
   assessment regulation shall be a motivation to execute  
   the business according to the purposes, goals and  
   strategies and consistent with the long term business’s  
   benefits. The assessment regulations shall be informed to  
   the CEO beforehand.
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  (5.2) assess the performance of the CEO every year or  
   assign the Nomination and Numeration Committee to  
   assess and notify the result and the development  
   issue to the CEO. 
  (5.3) approve the annual numeration of the CEO  
   considering from the performance assessment of  
   the CEO and other factors. 
 (6) Approve the regulations and factors on the assessment  
  and follow up with the CEO to assess the Top Executives  
  in accordance with such assessment regulations.
 (7) Govern to set the regulations and factors on the  
  performance assessment of an entire organization. 

4.3 คณะกรรมการ ต้องที่ำาความเข้าใจโครงสำร้างและความสำัมพัน้ธี์ของ 
 ผู้ิถุ่อหุ้น้ที่ี�อาจมีผิลกระที่บต่อการบริหารและการดูำาเน้ิน้งาน้ของ 
 กิจการ
 (1) ทำาค์วามเข้าใจำโค์ริงสริ้างและค์วามสัมพีันธุ์ของผูู้้ถืือห่้นซีึ�งอาจำ 
  อยู่่ในริูป็แบบของข้อต้กัลงภาย่ในกิัจำกัาริค์ริอบค์รัิว ไม่ว่าจำะ 
  เป็็นลาย่ลักัษัณ์อักัษัริหริือไม่ ข้อต้กัลงผูู้้ถืือห่้น หริือนโย่บาย่ 
  ของกัล่่ม หริือบริิษััทแม่ ซีึ�งมีผู้ลต้่ออำานาจำในกัาริค์วบค่์ม 
  กัาริบริิหาริจำัดกัาริกัิจำกัาริ
 (2)  ดูแลไม่ให้ข้อต้กัลงต้ามข้อ 1 เป็็นอุป็สริริค์ต่้อกัาริป็ฏิิบัต้ิหน้าที� 
  ของค์ณะกัริริมกัาริ เช่น กัาริมีบ่ค์ค์ลที�เหมาะสมมาสืบทอด 
  ต้ำาแหน่ง
 (3) ดูแลให้มีกัาริเป็ิดเผู้ย่ข้อมูลต้ามข้อต้กัลงต้่าง ๆ ที�มีผู้ลกัริะทบต้่อ 
  กัาริค์วบค์่มกัิจำกัาริ
 (4) ดูแลให้มีกัาริบริิหาริทริัพีย่ากัริบ่ค์ค์ลที�สอดค์ล้องกัับทิศทาง 
  และกัลย่่ทธ์ุขององค์์กัริ พีนักังานในท่กัริะดับมีค์วามริู้ ค์วาม 
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6.4 Govern to prepare the policies and guidelines on the anti- 
 corruption explicitly and communicate in all levels inside and  
 outside the organization to put into practice.
 6.4.1 Create the anti-corruption projects or guidelines and  
  support the activities that promote and foster the  
  employees to act according to the related laws and  
  regulations.

6.5 Oversee that there is a mechanism for receiving complaints  
 and taking action on the whistleblowing.
 6.5.1 Set the policy on the whistleblowing and complaints  
  of corruption against the duty, guidelines, consideration  
  procedures and whistleblowing channels, including  
  the protection measurement for the whistleblowing  
  person as a tool to help the company to be acknowledged 
  of the complaints regarding the wrong doing action,  
  rules and regulations and code of conduct of the  
  company’s business operation from all groups  
  of stakeholder. The policy on the whistleblowing and  
  the complaints corruption against the duty shall be  
  disclosed to and acknowledged by all groups of  
  stakeholder.  
 6.5.2 Ensure that there are mechanisms and procedures  
  to manage (record, progress follow up, problem solve,  
  report) the complaints of stakeholders and ensure  
  that there is more than one convenient channel for  
  receiving complaints and disclose the receiving  
  complaints channels on the website or the annual  
  report.
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 6.5.3 Ensure that there are clear policies and guidelines  
  for the whistleblowing. There should be channels for  
  the whistleblowing via the company’s website or  
  through the Independent Directors/assigned Audit  
  Committee as well as a process for reviewing  
  operational data and report to the Board of Directors. 
 6.5.4 Ensure that there are proper protection measurements  
  for the person who whistleblowing with good faith.
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          Code of Conduct for Board of Directors

 1. Shall perform the duty according to the laws and related  
  rules and regulations of the company and the shareholder  
  meeting resolution. 
 2. Shall perform the duty with full capacity and honestly  
  execute to the best interests of the company. 
 3. Strictly be a non-affiliate with politics and be neutral,  
  including be independent on decision making and act.
 4. Authorize the Executives to fully perform routine duty of the  
  company without an unreasonable guiding on such duty.
 5. Shall has no interests in businesses related to those of the  
  company or the competitive business to the company  
  whether direct or indirect unless there is a disclosure  
  of such interests and the person who involved according  
  to the regulations, means and methods required by law. 
 6. Shall avoid the personal conflict of interest against those  
  of the company in order that the management will be fully  
  and effectively operated.
 7. Shall execute with caution and not create commitments  
  that may conflict with their duties afterwards.
 8. Shall not exploit from an unlawful business neither directly  
  nor indirectly.
 9. Shall not commit any acts that may deteriorate the interests  
  of the company or be favourable to other persons or  
  legal entity.
 10. Commit to protect and eliminate the fraudulent acts that shall  
  be regarded as the urgent issue to proceed rapidly and  
  absolutely to create the values and good image of the company. 
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 Self-Practices
 1. Commit to be a good and smart person by seeking for  
  knowledge and experiences to enhance the performance  
  ability and self-development as to be benefits for one’s own  
  and the company. 
 2. Adhere to morality and ethics, avoid all vices and narcotics  
  and not behave to damage one’s reputation and the  
  reputation of the company, for example, not being a person  
  with heavy debts, not obsess with all kinds of gambling and  
  not involve in any kind of narcotics.
 3. Act with polite manner, dress appropriately and behave  
  properly for the position and local custom without disgracing  
  the image of the company.
 4. Do not use one’s position to seek for unfair advantages  
  neither directly nor indirectly.
 5. Perform tasks, receive orders, and be responsible for their  
  own line of command and shall not cross the chain of  
  command.
 6. Do not delegate one’s duties to other persons to act on one’s  
  behalf, unless it is necessary or for the work convenience  
  that does not require specific skills or comply with the  
  company regulations.

            Code of Conduct for the Executives and Employees
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 Practices toward Colleagues
 1. Respect the personal rights of your colleagues, avoid to  
  disclose the information or story regarding the performance  
  of your colleagues including the private matter, or critic in the  
  manner that cause damage to your colleagues or the overall  
  image of the company. 
 2. Treat your colleagues with politeness, kindness and good  
  human relations. Do not conceal necessary information to  
  perform the task and be able to adapt to work with others. 
 3. Respect others by not claiming the work of others as your own. 
 4. The supervisors should behave in a respectful manner and  
  being a good role model for the subordinates.
 5. Subordinates should not do anything disrespectful to the  
  supervisor and avoid criticizing the supervisor. The  
  subordinates should be respectful, open for the supervisor’s  
  opinions and hear it rationally.  
 6. Do not act aggressively, threaten or humiliate or frighten or  
  create the depressive environment or interfere the  
  performance of the colleagues. Such acts include the  
  harassment, indecent, courtship or sexual harassment  
  whether verbally or physically intended to infringe upon  
  dignity and the right to privacy in a manner that makes the  
  victim feel distressed, annoyed or unsafe without consent to  
  that action including any actions that are a violation of the law.
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 Practices toward Company
 1. Perform duty with responsibility to the best of ability, be  
  honest, commit and dedicate, act according to the company’s  
  regulations and policies and the organizational culture  
  considering the interests of the company as important. 
 2. Strictly maintain the confidentiality of customers, business  
  partners and the company. Be cautious not to leak company’s  
  confidential documents or information or not to fall into the  
  uninvolved person. 
 3. Notify the supervisor by hierarchy or the Audit Committee  
  if any acts of dishonesty and misconduct against the laws  
  and the company’s regulations or policies are found.  
  Cooperate in the investigation of facts as required.
 4. Not being involve in or conceal any acts that might be the  
  conflict of interest of the company, the corruption, or any  
  illegal acts. 
 5. Do not dispraise or commit any acts which will lead to disunity  
  or damage within the IRPC Group or related persons. 
 6. Do not use the company working hours on another work or for  
  the personal benefits which might affect the inability to fully  
  perform during working hours. 
 7. Cooperate to maintain the working environment and  
  atmosphere including the organizational development  
  toward excellence. 
 8. Cooperate with the company’s activities, maintain and create 
  the unity among staffs. Support each other in a good way for  
  the working interests of the company as a whole. 
 9. Wisely use the assets and welfare of the company.
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2.2 Code of Conduct and Practices toward Stakeholders  

กัาริดำาเนินธุ่ริกัิจำของกัล่่มไออาริ์พีีซีี ย่่อมเกีั�ย่วข้องกัับผูู้้มีส่วนได้เสีย่ 
หลาย่กัล่่ม อันได้แกั่ ผูู้้ถืือห่้น พีนักังาน ลูกัค์้า ค์ู่ค์้า เจำ้าหนี� ค์ู่แข่ง ภาค์ริัฐ 
ต้ลอจำนช่มชน สังค์ม และสิ�งแวดล้อม ซีึ�งแต่้ละกัล่่มย่่อมมีค์วามต้้องกัาริ 
ที�แต้กัต้่างกััน ดังนั�น จำึงได้กัำาหนดจำริริย่าบริริณและแนวป็ฏิิบัต้ิต้่อผูู้้มีส่วน
ได้เสีย่เพ่ี�อให้สอดค์ล้องกัับค์วามต้้องกัาริของแต่้ละกัล่่มผูู้้มีส่วนได้เสีย่  
ดังต้่อไป็นี�

  2.2.1 Code of Conduct and Practices 
   toward Shareholders

  “The IRPC Group commits to be responsible and offer  
 the utmost satisfactory to the shareholders. To treat all  
 shareholders with equity, equality and fairness. The best  
 effort will be put to develop the IRPC Group’s business to grow  
 sustainably and gain the returns consistently. The business will  
 be performed in accordance with the Good Cooperate  
 Governance and the transparency. The information shall be  
 properly and accurately disclosed and the credible  
 accountancy system shall be organized.”

 Practices
 1. Perform duty with honesty and the best of ability, proceed  
  any actions with fairness to all shareholders.
 2. Administer and perform duty with the knowledge and  
  management skills and apply such skills with full ability.  
  The decision making to any actions shall act cautiously. 
 3. Shall not proceed any actions in the manner that can cause  
  the conflict of interest of the company. 
 4. Report the financial and non-financial status and the future  
  trend of the company to the shareholders equally, frequently  
  and completely according to the fact. 
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 5. Shall not exploit the benefits for one’s own and the related  
  person by using any company’s information which is  
  undisclosed to the public, and shall not reveal the confidential  
  information that produces the damage of the company and the  
  third party.

  2.2.2 Code of Conduct and the Practices  
   toward Employees

  “The IRPC Group realizes that all employees are the  
 key factors that bring about success, progress and  
 sustainability growth of the company. Therefore, we place  
 importance on the treatment of employees with the equality  
 and equity without discrimination. We provide a fair  
 remuneration, good welfare, take care of their safety and  
 occupational health, maintain a good working environment  
 and consistently develop the employees’ capacity, and  
 provide the career stability and advancement. We promote  
 the unity not partisan and treat everyone politely.”

 Practices
 1. Shall act in compliance with the law, working rules and  
  regulations, employment agreement or other agreements  
  regarding the fair human resource management.
 2. Administer the human resource to be accorded with and 
  uphold the business strategies and goals. Avoid any  
  unfair acts that might effect on the stability of the employees’  
  career. 
 3. Organize the human resource management system and  
  procedures comparable to the leading business with  
  explicit, transparency and fairness to be in the same direction  
  of the organization. 
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 4. The Company shall treat everyone with equity and non- 
  discrimination due to their homeland, race, gender, age, 
  colour, religion, disability, status, family lineage, education,  
  educational institute or other status which is not relevant to  
  work. That includes the respect for individual privacy and  
  protection of personal information.
 5. The company shall seek and recruit the personnel with the  
  effective and fair employment condition in order to receive  
  a good person with knowledge, ability and honesty to work  
  professionally. 
 6. Provide with proper and fair remuneration to build up the  
  motivation of work in terms of salary and bonus according  
  to the business profits. 
 7. Maintain the environment and create the working system that  
  the employees shall always have a safety in life and asset.  
  There shall be a good occupational health complying with at  
  least the standard set forth by the government.
 8. Knowledge, competence, aptitude and performance of  
  employees are referred to as key success indicators for job  
  promotion and transfer. The evaluation is carried out with  
  fairness, impartiality, and able to explain.
 9. Given the opportunity to the employees to show their full  
  potential. Uphold the knowledge skill and ability development  
  with the workshop on different courses that necessary and  
  useful to the operation. 
 10. The company shall enforce the effective assessment,  
  remuneration, rewards and punishment system on a basis of 
  fairness, non-discrimination and in compliance with the  
  company’s regulations, and be explainable.
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 11. The company shall open for all level of employee’s opinions  
  and suggestions and understand them on a basis of the fact  
  without discrimination. 
 12. Treat the employee politely, and respect the individual and  
  human dignity. 
 13. For critical posts, successor development plan is put in place. 
 14. Consider the career path, remuneration and incentives on a 
  basis of knowledge ability, quality, success of work, attitude  
  and potentiality of the employees. 
 15. The supervisor shall supervise, care, plan, follow up, evaluate  
  and input the feedback to the employees under the supervision  
  frequently in order to prevent a neglect of duty and wrongful  
  operation. 
 16. The company shall establish the complaint and whistleblowing  
  system of the misbehave employee in order to prevent a violation  
  of the individual rights. Considering the punishment for the  
  person who violates the regulations or relevant law appropriately  
  depend on the case.
 17. Work-life balance of employees is encouraged both working life  
  and personal life. The Company supports creative and useful  
  activities contributing to physical and mental health as well as  
  good living quality of employees and their family.  
 18. Act according to the Labour Union Law and shall not proceed  
  any actions from which prevent the Union’s activities. Unless  
  those activities are severely against the law, ethics and  
  business’s code of conduct or cause the damage and disunity  
  to the IRPC Group.
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  2.2.4 Code of Conduct and Practices toward Partners

  “The IRPC Group considers the equity and code of  
 conduct in operating business and maintaining benefits with  
 the business partners. We strictly act in compliance with  
 the laws and rules that are mutually agreed upon. To step into  
 a partnership that will support business operations among  
 each other in the long run.”

 Practices
 1. In business negotiations, neither directly or indirectly request  
  nor accept any gifts or benefits that are dishonest when  
  trading with the partners. If found to be requested, received  
  or any dishonest benefits, such act will be disclosed to  
  the business partners and address the problems fairly and  
  rapidly together.
 2. Strictly comply with the agreed contract or other conditions.  
  In the event that one of the conditions cannot be met, shall  
  promptly notify the business partners beforehand. To mutually  
  consider to remedy the damage fairly with the reasonableness. ล
 3. Open to receive opinions and any recommendations that are  
  requested or suggested by the business partners in order to  
  improve and address the problems occurred in the operation. 
 4. Treat the business partners with equity and fairness on the  
  basis of a fair remuneration for both parties. 
 5. Encourage the business partners to perform with ethics  
  and social responsibility, respect the human rights and  
  maintain the occupational health and safety of the employees.  
  Including a proper environment management. 
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  2.2.5 จำริริย่าบริริณและแนวป็ฏิิบัต้ิต้่อเจำ้าหนี� 

  “กัล่่มไออาร์ิพีีซีี ย่ึดถืือแนวทางกัาริป็ฏิิบัต้ิที�เป็็นธุริริมต้าม 
 เงื�อนไขและค์วามรัิบผู้ดิชอบต้อ่เจำา้หนี� ริวมถืงึบริหิาริเงนิเพี่�อใหเ้จำา้หนี� 
 มั�นใจำในฐานะทางกัาริเงินและกัาริชำาริะค์ืนต้ามกัำาหนดเวลา”

 แนวป็ฏิิบัติ้
 1. รัิกัษัาและป็ฏิิบัติ้ต้ามเงื�อนไขที�มีต่้อเจ้ำาหนี�อย่่างเค์ร่ิงค์รัิด โป็ร่ิงใส 
  ทั�งในแง่กัาริชำาริะเงินคื์น กัาริดูแลหลักัทรัิพีย์่ค์ำ�าป็ริะกััน และเงื�อนไขอื�น ๆ   
  ริวมทั�งไม่ใช้เงินท่นที�ได้จำากักัาริกู้ัยื่มเงินไป็ในทางที�ขัดต่้อกัฎหมาย่ 
  หรืิอวัต้ถ่ืป็ริะสงค์์ในข้อต้กัลงที�ทำากัับผูู้้ให้กู้ัยื่มเงิน 
 2. เปิ็ดเผู้ย่ข้อมูลฐานะทางกัาริเงินของบริิษััทแก่ัเจ้ำาหนี� ต้ามข้อกัำาหนด 
  ในสัญญาอย่่างถูืกัต้้องค์ริบถ้ืวน ต้ริงต้ามกัำาหนดเวลา
 3. แจ้ำงต่้อเจ้ำาหนี�ล่วงหน้า หากัไม่สามาริถืป็ฏิิบัติ้ต้ามเงื�อนไขในสัญญา  
  และร่ิวมกัันหาแนวทางแก้ัไขปั็ญหาดังกัล่าวด้วย่เหต่้และผู้ล และค์วาม 
  เป็็นธุริริม

  2.2.6 Code of Conduct and Practices toward  
   Business Competitors 
  “The IRPC Group operates business under fair 
competition framework. We do not misrepresent, deceive, or use 
any improper means but to comply with the principles of good trade 
competition.”

 Practices
 1. Operate under the principles of good trade competition, trade  
  competition law and the Code of Conduct on business  
  operation. 
 2. Not to destroy the reputation of the business competitors with  
  the slander, defaming and attack without the reasonable  
  information.
 3. No seeking on information and secrecy of the business  
  competitors with dishonest and improper means. 
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  2.2.7 Code of Conduct and Practices toward  
   Community Society andEnvironment

  “The IRPC Group carried out the business with  
 responsibility to the community society and environment. We  
 have concerns and care for the people’s safety and quality  
 of life. The emphasis is placed on the use of natural resources  
 with the value and highest benefit, the environment  
 preservation the energy use promotion including the use  
 of renewable energy effectively. Being a good citizen role  
 model who participate in the community and society  
 development and environment protection through supporting  
 the implementation of public interest activities for the  
 community and society in a creative way.”
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 Practices
 1. Considering the option on the natural resources use with  
  the least effects of damage to the society, environment and  
  people’s quality of life. 
 2. Always share a portion of the profits from business operations  
  for the society community and environment development.  
  Carrying out the projects focused on the appropriateness  
  and benefits that the community shall receive for a sustainable  
  development and happy coexistence.
 3. Raise an awareness on the society and environment  
  responsibility to all personnel levels continuously and  
  seriously. 
 4. Place importance on the business partners’ transaction with  
  society and environment responsibility.
 5. Commit to be a part of society responsibility on the safety,  
  occupational health and environment quality frequently and  
  seriously. Being a good role model on the effective energy  
  use and energy preservation for the public benefits and the  
  future generation.
 6. Strictly act in accordance with the laws and regulations  
  related to the environment management in compliance with  
  the spirit of law and regulations issued by the audit  
  organization. To consistently audit, follow up and assess the  
  result of performance to decrease the effects on environment. 
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 7. Participate in the society, community and environment  
  development which regarded as a duty and policy of the IRPC  
  Group. Commit to develop promote and level up the  
  quality of life of the society and community to be better along  
  with the company’s growth. Controlling and preventing  
  the pollution of environment and systematically carrying out  
  on the environment management for the continuous  
  development. 
 8. Communicate for understanding and cooperate to provide  
  information with the community, society, investors,  
  shareholders, government agencies and interested people  
  regarding the status and fact of the implementation timely  
  without concealing the fact. 
 9. Always open for the opinions and requirements of the  
  community where the company located. To response quickly  
  and effectively to the situation which effects on the  
  environment and community around the area as resulted  
  from the company’s work.
       10. Uphold maintain and preserve the good custom and culture  
  of the nation. To cooperate and support the policies and  
  activities of the public and private sector. Providing  
  educational support to youths for the community and society  
  benefit in general.     
 11. Uphold and encourage all personnel levels to apply the  
  knowledge and capacity to frequently carry out the public  
  interest activities for the community, society and environment.
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  2.2.8 Code of Conduct and Practices toward  
   Public Sector

  “The IRPC Group shall avoid the act that might effect  
 on an improper action and conflict with the good management  
 principles when carry out the transaction with the government  
 officials or government agencies. We are anti-bribery to the  
 government officials to facilitate or for business benefits.”แฏิบััติิ

  Practices
 1. Strictly cooperate with the government sector to act according  
  to the laws, rules and regulations related to the business  
  operation.
 2. No bribes, gifts or awards to the government agencies or  
  government officials in order to facilitate or for the benefits in  
  the wrongful business operation.
 3. Shall not give an opportunity to the government officials to 
  commit a wrongful act in the business of the IRPC Group  
  and shall not support the government officials on the act that  
  leads to corruption.   
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  2.3.1 Code of Conduct and Practices on respect and  
  act in compliance with laws, rules, regulations and  
  requirements 

  “The IRPC Group places an importance on the respect  
 of law, rules and regulations related to the business operation  
 and strictly act in compliance with it both in the country and  
 where we invest in order to operate the business smoothly and  
 legitimately. Therefore, the personnel of IRPC Group shall  
 respect the different of laws, customs, traditions and cultures  
 and shall not act against the law or not respect such different  
 customs, cultures and traditions.” 

  Practices
 1. Strictly respect to and operate under the law and regulations.  
  Shall consult with the legal department in case of uncertainty  
  and shall not perform according to one’s understanding  
  without advice.
 2. Study and understand clearly of the company’s rules,  
  regulations and requirements, the laws relevant to the  
  operation, including the disciplinary action and the penalties  
  and be able to explain to the subordinates.

2.3 Code of Conduct and Practices toward the 
 Business Operation

 The IRPC Group has an intention to promote good governance 
in business operations including the principles of honesty, morality 
and ethics to use in the work performance, therefore, rules, 
regulations and business practices are set as a standard framework 
of behaviour. To supervise the personnel behaviour whether are 
the Board of Directors, Executives or all level of employees. It is 
considered that this Code of Conduct and the business practices 
should be strictly adhered to and complied with in the same 
direction throughout the organization.
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 3. Maintain the disciplines on one’s behaviour and operation  
  and those of the supervisor under an appropriate realm.  
  Considering the appropriate situation and fact for the real  
  practice. 
 4. Study to understand and act according to the law, custom,  
  tradition and culture of the country or the invested area or  
  the operational area in order that the illegal acts shall not  
  occurred or against the custom, tradition and culture of that  
  country or the area. 
 5. Support activities or transactions for legitimate purposes and  
  not participating in any illegal acts or concealment.
 6. Review of compliance with the law, related rules and  
  regulations until they are compiled into categories for the  
  research and study. Organize the training to educate and  
  build an understanding of the laws relevant to the operation  
  properly and consistently.

 2.3.2 2.3.3 Code of Conduct and Practices on the Respect  
  and Compliance with the International Human 
  Right Principles   

  “The IRPC Group strictly respect and act in compliance 
 with law principles on the international labour and human  
 rights. We respect the labour’s rights, women’s rights,  
 children’s rights and human dignity and avoid the acts that  
 violate the international human rights of all forms including the  
 freedom and equity of person accredited and protected by  
 Thai law and international law.”

 Practices
 1. Organize the training to educate and make understand  
  regarding the international human rights principles to the  
  employees in order to apply as a part of the operation. 
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 2. Encourage and prioritize the joint-venture with the customers  
  or the business partners who respect the international human  
  rights. 
 3. Operate the business without the use of forced labour in all  
  forms, such as the use of human trafficking labour or the  
  unlawful child labour etc.
 4. The company shall not discriminate the employees due to  
  similarities or differences in race, religion, gender, age,  
  education, language and colour or other social status. That  
  includes the respect for individual privacy and protection of  
  personal information. The company shall not punish the  
  employees in the manner of physically and mentally abuse  
  whether by the harassment, threatening, violation or any  
  kinds of violence.
 5. Regularly monitor and ensure that no business operations are  
  involved in human rights violations. To join and accept the  
  practices that are beneficial to the global society, such as  
  the United Nations Human Rights Principles.
 6. Provide channels for whistleblowing and complaints if the  
  incidents or actions related to human rights violations occurred. 

  2.3.3 Code of Conduct and Practices on the Political  
  Neutrality 

  “The IRPC Group operates the business with honesty  
 and uphold the democratic system with the King as Head of  
 State. Commit no acts of non-affiliation of politics or provide  
 political support to any political parties or political groups or  
 any politicians whether at the local or national level, with  
 a clearly political neutrality expression. However, the company  
 respects the political rights of all personnel by promoting the  
 exercise of political rights as a good legal citizen.” 
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 Practices
 1. The company places importance on the political neutrality,  
  non-participate and non-affiliate to any political parties, political  
  coalition groups or political authority persons.
 2. The company has a policy not to support the finance, asset,  
  personnel or company’s resources for the political assistance 
  whether direct or indirect, and not for the interests of the  
  politician or the political party or the political coalition group or  
  the company’s benefits or contribute to the company’s business  
  benefits. 
 3. The company encourages all employees to act according  
  to the law and able to exercise their own political rights  
  without committing any acts that cause the company to lose  
  the political neutrality or the damage from such activity  
  participation, such as using the company’s position or name  
  or company’s logo or dress with company uniform that make  
  others misunderstand that the person is the company’s  
  employee.
 4. The company does not have a policy that all level of  
  employees command or convince by any means to persuade  
  the employees or the subordinates to participate in any kind  
  of political activities which can lead to the internal organization  
  conflict, and cause the company damage in all cases.

 5. The company shall not commit any acts related to the politics,  
  not participate in voting campaign or advertise for the political  
  parties, political coalition groups or any politicians in the  
  company’s area. This includes the company’s resources and  
  assets non-using for the politics. The employees shall not  
  express in any means that makes others understand that the  
  company is involved or taking side or support the political  
  actions or the activities of the political party, the political  
  coalition group, the politician or the person relevant to politic  
  or the political candidate.
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   2.3.4  Code of Conduct and the Practices on the 
  Prevention of Money Laundering and Counter Financial  
  Sponsorship of Terrorism   

  “The IRPC Group uphold and act in compliance with  
 the laws, rules and regulations of Thailand and International  
 on the prevention of money laundering and counter financial  
 sponsorship of terrorism in all regions or countries that we  
 operate the business. All personnel must be cautious not  
 to become a tool for the money laundering or being a  
 terrorism financial sponsorship. We prioritize on the  
 surveillance and whistleblowing and notifying to the officers if  
 the unlawful acts occur. There shall accurately record the  
 financial transactions and fact or other assets according to  
 the Thai law and the International law as prescribed.”

 Practices
 1. When contacting the customers, contractual partners or  
  business partners, shall examine the fact of the customers  
  or business partners for their basic information, for example,  
  the authorized director or the compliance with relevant  
  laws, rules and regulations. The purposes and business  
  partnership intention shall be defined by the governmental  
  documents monitoring or the credible independent  
  organization in order to clarify suspicions as it is an easy way  
  but effective to protect oneself not to become the intermediary  
  of the money laundering or being a terrorism financial  
  sponsorship. 
 2. Cooperate with the relevant agency to act in accordance with  
  the prevention and suppression of money laundering  
  measurement and terrorism financial sponsorship as  
  prescribed both domestically and internationally. 
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 3. Avoid any acts that conceal or disguise the true nature  
  such as the acquisition of location, disposition, transfer,  
  acquisition of any rights of asset related to the violation of  
  the prevention and suppression of money laundering and  
  counter financial sponsorship of terrorism law as if such asset  
  is acquired legally, as well as the act to support such action.   
 4. Shall be cautious when dealing with persons or legal entities  
  suspected to commit the offenses under the anti-money  
  laundering and counter financial sponsorship of terrorism  
  law, for example, the offense relating to narcotic, offense  
  relating to sexuality (ex. women trafficking and prostitution),  
  offense relating to public fraud, offense relating to  
  embezzlement or business fraud at the financial institutions,  
  offense relating to malfeasance in office and offense relating  
  to commission of extortion or blackmail or the acts of a similar  
  nature which is unlawful, the offense relating to custom  
  evasion under the Custom Act, offense relating to terrorism  
  under the Penal Code, offense relating to the gambling limited  
  to the offense being an organizer of a gambling activity,  
  offense relating to election and the offense relating to human  
  trafficking.

 5. Shall not operate transaction with a person suspected to  
  commit an unlawful act or manage asset or income related  
  to the crime. If being noticed that the customers, contractual  
  partners or business partners have carried out the suspicious  
  business transaction such as proposing an exaggerated  
  agreement or suspected on the money laundering, shall  
  report such acts through the whistleblowing channel or the  
  company’s complaints receiving channel. 
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  2.3.5 Code of Conduct and Practices on Fair  
  Competition and Monopoly  

  “The IRPC Group determines to operate a fair and ethical  
 business, respect rules and strictly comply with the Antitrust  
 Law or Trade Competition Law including any laws, rules  
 and regulations of Thailand and the country where we  
 operate the business related to the Trade Competition law.  
 We shall not intervene the market mechanism or take  
 advantages from other business operators and shall uphold  
 the free and fair trade competition.”

 Practices
 1. Shall not act on or agree with the trade competitors or other  
  business competitors, or gather together among the  
  manufacturers in a manner to decrease or limit trade  
  competition or monopoly. 
 2. Shall not disclose or exchange the confidential marketing  
  information to the same business operators. For example,  
  price and discount information, cost of production capacity,  
  sales volume, purchases volume, marketing plan, profits  
  margin and credit terms. Including the acquisition of  
  information, name list and confidential information of the  
  customers, business partners or other manufacturers.  
 3. Shall not abuse the market power or unfairly superior  
  bargaining power against other business operators although  
  not being a market dominant.
 4. As the Trade Competition Law is complicated and  
  different in each country. Therefore, there shall be a  
  discussion with the legal agency from the operations’  
  commencement. 
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  2.3.6 Code of Conduct and Practices on Safety,  
  Occupational Health and Environment   

  “The IRPC Group prioritizes on the safety and  
 occupational health of the personnel in our community and  
 the environment. We focus on promoting supporting  
 and raising awareness on the safety, occupational health  
 and environment to be a routine life of all personnel and  
 relevant persons. We encourage to properly use the renewable  
 energy and decrease the wasted energy use for the benefits  
 of the organization, whole society and country.”

 Practices
 1. There shall be the management system on safety,  
  occupational health and environment as a part of the  
  operation in order to enhance the effectiveness quality and  
  highest value to the operation.  
 2. Strictly adhere to the operation in compliance with the laws,  
  policies, terms and standard on the quality, safety,  
  occupational health and environment and comply with the  
  management manual. Encourage to apply the management  
  system according to the international standards as a  
  management tool.  
 3. Design and opt for clean technology in the manufacturing  
  process according to the environmental engineering and  
  safety principles and systematically manage the hazardous  
  chemicals and waste materials.
 4. Control and protect all forms of damage from the accident,  
  fire, injury or illness due to work, asset lost and damage,  
  safety system violation, incorrect operation and various  
  errors that occurred. Maintain a safety working environment  
  for the employees and those of the contractors. This shall be  
  regarded as a responsibility of the Executives and employees  
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  to report the accident or incident complying with the  
  prescribed procedures.
 5. Provide an emergency accident control and prevention plan  
  in the operation area. There shall be an organization’s  
  accident and crisis management plan to prepare for the  
  emergency management that may occur, for example, fire,  
  a leakage of oil, gas, chemical or waste. Shall also be  
  prepared for other crises that may cause business  
  interruption, discredit reputation and image of the IRPC Group.
 6. There shall be a public relations and media to create  
  knowledge understanding and disseminating information to  
  the employees, contractors’ employees and the relevant  
  stakeholders to acknowledge and understand the policies,  
  rules, procedures and cautions of the quality, safety,  
  occupational health and environment as well as to implement  
  appropriately without causing harm to health, asset and  
  environment. 
 7. Seriously and continuously commit to be responsible to the  
  society, safety quality, occupational health and environment.  
  Use the natural resources to its highest benefits considering the  
  importance of environment and the safety of relevant  
  stakeholders. Promote the social activities on the environ- 
  ment protection and develop the quality of life of the people 
  in the community according to the sustainable development  
  principles.
 8. If any operations are not safe or not comply with the terms  
  or standards of quality safety and occupational health  
  and cause the effect on the environment, such operations  
  shall be refrained, and shall notify the co-worker, supervisor  
  and the responsible agency in order to address the problem  
  or plan to address the problem. The operation shall not be  
  absolutely performed until it will be addressed or improved  
  to be ready for the operation. 
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 Establish an agency that is responsible for the evaluation and 
surveillance on the security status according to the alarm level. There 
shall be a regular testing and rehearse the practical procedures 
in case of emergency. To continuously develop and improve the 
safety management system, occupational health and environment 
to be consistent with the law and international standards. 

  2.3.7 จำริริย่าบริริณและแนวป็ฏิบิตั้วิา่ดว้ย่กัาริค์วบค่์มภาย่ใน  
  กัาริต้ริวจำสอบภาย่ใน และกัาริบริิหาริค์วามเสี�ย่ง  

  “กัล่่มไออาร์ิพีีซีี ต้้องจัำดให้มีริะบบกัาริค์วบค่์มภาย่ในและ 
 ต้ริวจำสอบภาย่ในที�มปี็ริะสิทธิุภาพีต้ามมาต้ริฐานสากัลเพ่ี�อให้มั�นใจำว่า  
 มีกัาริป็ฏิิบัติ้ต้ามมาต้ริฐานและกัฎหมาย่ต่้าง ๆ ที�เกีั�ย่วข้อง ภาย่ใต้้ 
 กัาริต้ริวจำสอบของผูู้้ต้ริวจำสอบภาย่ใน และกัาริสอบทานของ 
 ค์ณะกัริริมกัาริต้ริวจำสอบ ริวมถึืงมีกัาริบริิหาริค์วามเสี�ย่งให้อยู่่ใน 
 ริะดับที�เหมาะสม ค์ริอบค์ล่มท่กัด้าน และต้ิดต้ามกัาริป็ริะเมินผู้ล 
 อย่่างสมำ�าเสมอ”

 แนวป็ฏิิบัติ้
 1. ค์ณะกัริริมกัาริ กัำาหนดนโย่บาย่และกัำากัับดูแลให้มีริะบบกัาริค์วบค่์ม 
  ภาย่ในที�ดี มีกัาริบริิหาริค์วามเสี�ย่งให้อยู่่ในริะดับที�เหมาะสม ไม่ส่ง 
  ผู้ลกัริะทบต่้อกัาริบริริล่วัต้ถ่ืป็ริะสงค์์ของบริิษััท และมีกัาริติ้ดต้าม 
  ป็ริะเมินผู้ลอย่่างสมำ�าเสมอ 
 2. ค์ณะกัริริมกัาริต้ริวจำสอบ สอบทานกัาริค์วบค่์มภาย่ใน ริะบบกัาริ 
  บริิหาริค์วามเสี�ย่ง และริาย่งานผู้ลกัาริต้ริวจำสอบให้ค์ณะกัริริมกัาริ  
  และผูู้้ถืือห้่นทริาบ โดย่มีองค์์ป็ริะกัอบของริะบบค์วบค่์มภาย่ในที�สำาคั์ญ 
  5 ป็ริะกัาริ ดังนี�
  (1) มีสภาพีแวดล้อมของกัาริค์วบค่์มที�ดี (Control Environment)  
   เพ่ี�อให้พีนักังานมีทัศนค์ติ้ที�ดีต่้อกัาริค์วบค่์มภาย่ใน
  (2) มีกัริะบวนกัาริป็ริะเมินค์วามเสี�ย่งที�เหมาะสม (Risk Assessment)  
   เพ่ี�อป็ริะเมินค์วามเสี�ย่งที�สำาคั์ญในกัาริดำาเนินงานขององค์์กัริ 
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 7. ยึ่ดหลักัค์วามซืี�อสัต้ย์่ ป็ริาศจำากัอค์ติ้และค์วามซืี�อต้ริงในกัาริจัำดเก็ับ 
  บันทึกัข้อมูล ต้ลอดจำนกัาริจัำดทำาริาย่งานทางบัญชีและกัาริเงิน 
  เป็็นไป็โดย่ส่จำริิต้

  2.3.9 Code of Conduct and Practices on Security  
  Trade, Internal Information Use and Information  
  Confidentiality

  “The use of internal information which is important to the  
 IRPC Group shall be considered of the effect to all stakeholders.  
 All levels of personnel shall have duty to maintain secrecy of  
 IRPC Group not to leak to the irrelevant persons. Shall  
 absolutely avoid to disclose the internal information that is  
 not yet public revealed to the third party, especially the internal  
 information or news that might effect to the stock value traded  
 in the stock market. This includes all information that the  
 business partners and customers shared with trust. Shall not  
 exploit the internal information obtained from the operation for  
 profits or benefits from a wrongful securities trading, or cause  
 the company to lose benefits whether direct or indirect.”

 Practices on Securities Trade and Internal Information Use
 1. Board of Directors and Executives (according to the SEC  
  definition) shall refrain to trade the company’s securities or  
  stock before the period of the financial statement report for a  
  period of time and shall also refrain from stock trading 2 days  
  after the financial statement report of 1st quarter and annually  
  are published.
 2. Board of Directors and Executives (according to the SEC  
  definition) shall provide the report on changes in securities  
  holdings and derivatives and report to the SEC after securities  
  trading.
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 3. Board of Directors and Executives (according to the SEC  
  definition) and the Executives on Accounting and Finance  
  shall report their own securities holding and other reports in  
  compliance with the regulations of the Stock Exchange of  
  Thailand (SET) and the Stock Exchange Committee (SEC).
 4. All levels of personnel who know or possess the internal  
  information shall be prohibited to use the information for the  
  benefit of buying or selling, or to persuade others to buy or sell or  
  offer to buy, or offer to sell the stock of company, subsidiaries  
  and/or associates listed in the SET either in person or through  
  a broker, while still holding information that is not disclosed to  
  the public. Shall not give the internal information that is not yet  
  public revealed to others for the purpose of shares trading. Such  
  act shall be construed as a speculative securities trading or  
  create an advantage for a particular group. 

 Practices on Information Confidentiality
 1. Defines a hierarchy of secrecy for information such as  
  disclosure, concealed, confidential, and highly confidential. 
 2. Maintain confidentiality of information and documents that 
  cannot be disclosed and/or is a trade confidentiality, invention  
  formulas which are regarded as a property or right of the  
  company to the third party, especially the trade competitors.
 3. Personnel at all levels involved in confidential information  
  shall keep the confidentiality and conceal not to leak it, and  
  shall not disclose such concealed information and document,  
  and/or trade confidentiality information.
 4. Study, understand and acknowledge the procedures,  
  security maintain methods and strictly comply with the  
  procedures to prevent the confidential information from being  
  unintentionally disclosed.
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 5. Critical undisclosed information is kept confidential and  
  shall be exposed to a limited number of concerned employees  
  only. All concerned must be notified of the information  
  classification as “confidential” and the restriction of its use,  
  including no misuse of such information for the company  
  stock trading.
 6. The mutual use of internal information must be under the  
  framework and responsibility as only assigned and the obtained  
  information during the operation shall be protected. 
 7. The personnel of IRPC whose work is terminated with the  
  company shall keep the confidentiality of information and shall  
  not disclose the company’s secrecy to the third party. 

  2.3.10 จำริริย่าบริริณและแนวป็ฏิบัิต้ว่ิาดว้ย่กัาริให้ข้อมลูข่าวสาริ 
  กัาริแสดงค์วามคิ์ดเห็นแก่ับ่ค์ค์ลภาย่นอกั และกัาริเปิ็ดเผู้ย่สาริสนเทศ 

  “กัล่่มไออาริ์พีีซีีต้้องค์ำานึงถืึงกัาริเป็ิดเผู้ย่สาริสนเทศอย่่างมี 
 ป็ริะสิทธุิภาพี สามาริถืเข้าถืึงผูู้้มีส่วนได้เสีย่อย่่างทั�วถืึง และเท่าเทีย่มกััน  
 เพี่�อให้มั�นใจำว่าผูู้ถ้ือืห่น้ นกััลงทน่ และผูู้้มสีว่นได้เสีย่ทก่ัฝ่า่ย่จำะได้ริบัขอ้มลู  
 ข่าวสาริ และกัาริแสดงค์วามคิ์ดเห็นที�เชื�อถืือได้ ถืูกัต้้อง ค์ริบถ้ืวน  
 และทันเวลา เป็น็ไป็ต้ามแนวป็ฏิบิตั้ติ้ามหลกัักัาริกัำากัับดแูลกัจิำกัาริที�ดขีอง 
 ต้ลาดหลักัทริัพีย่์แห่งป็ริะเทศไทย่”

 แนวป็ฏิิบัติ้กัาริให้ข้อมูลข่าวสาริ กัาริแสดงค์วามคิ์ดเห็นแก่ับ่ค์ค์ลภาย่นอกั
 1. ป็ริะธุานเจ้ำาหน้าที�บริิหาริและกัริริมกัาริผูู้้จัำดกัาริใหญ่ ริองกัริริมกัาริ 
  ผูู้้จัำดกัาริใหญ่สาย่บัญชีและกัาริเงิน เป็็นผูู้้มีอำานาจำในกัาริเปิ็ดเผู้ย่ 
  ข้อมูลต่้อสาธุาริณะ โดย่จำะดำาเนินกัาริด้วย่ต้นเอง หรืิออาจำมอบหมาย่ 
  ให้ผูู้้บริิหาริ หรืิอผูู้้ที�เกีั�ย่วข้องเป็็นผูู้้ดำาเนินกัาริ ภาย่ใต้้นโย่บาย่ 
  กัาริเปิ็ดเผู้ย่สาริสนเทศ และแนวป็ฏิิบัติ้ที�ดีเกีั�ย่วกัับกัาริเปิ็ดเผู้ย่ 
  สาริสนเทศของบริิษััท ทั�งนี� ฝ่่าย่กัาริเงินและนักัลงท่นสัมพัีนธ์ุ 
  มีหน้าที�รัิบผิู้ดชอบกัาริเปิ็ดเผู้ย่และสนับสน่นข้อมูลต่้อนักัวิเค์ริาะห์ 
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          แนวป็ฏิิบัติ้กัาริป็ฏิิบัติ้หน้าที�ด้วย่ค์วามซืี�อสัต้ย์่ ส่จำริิต้ 
 1. ป็ฏิิบัติ้หน้าที�ด้วย่ค์วามซืี�อสัต้ย์่ส่จำริิต้ เที�ย่งธุริริม และมีค์วามรัิบผิู้ดชอบ 
 2. ไม่เลือกัป็ฏิิบัติ้และไม่รัิบอามิสสินจ้ำางใด ๆ อันอาจำเป็็นเหต่้จูำงใจำ 
  ส่วนบ่ค์ค์ลในกัาริเอื�อป็ริะโย่ชน์ส่วนต้นและบ่ค์ค์ลอื�น 
 3. ป็ริะพีฤติ้ป็ฏิิบัติ้ต้ามจำริริย่าบริริณและนโย่บาย่อื�น ๆ  ของบริิษััทในฐานะ 
  นักัลงท่นสัมพัีนธ์ุอย่่างเค์ร่ิงค์รัิด

  2.3.12 Code of Conduct and Practices on Interests and  
  Conflict of Interest

  “The IRPC Group prioritizes on the protection of the  
 transaction that might have conflict of interest including the  
 relevant transaction. The direct or indirect stakeholders must not  
 be in a part of decision making. The IRPC’s personnel  
 must operate by taking into account mainly on the interests  
 of the organization. Shall avoid any acts of conflict of interest  
 to the organization or might effect on the decision making of  
 the operation and shall not involve with the activity that might  
 cause the conflict of interest or allow benefits or privileges to  
 other persons directly and indirectly which may cause the  
 company’s benefits loss or not fully gain.” 

 Practices
 1. Board of Directors and Executives shall carefully consider the  
  conflict of interest related to the connected transaction  
  between the company, the subsidiaries and the associates  
  or the involved person with honesty, reasonability and  
  independence under the good ethics in consideration of the  
  highest benefits of the company. 
 2. The Audit Committees have duty to examine the connected  
  transactions or significant connected transactions between  
  the company, the subsidiaries and the associates and  
  consider the disclosure of the company’s information  
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  in case of a connected transaction or transaction that may have  
  conflict of interest accurately and completely.
 3. Board of Directors, Executives and the Company Auditor  
  must report their interests in relation to the execution of the  
  company, associates, subsidiaries, and their securities  
  holdings of the company or related parties in accordance  
  with the rules and requirements of the Securities and  
  Exchange Law.
 4. Board of Directors and Executives shall act strictly in  
  compliance with the principles, means and disclosure of  
  the connected transaction according to the regulations  
  of the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) and the Stock  
  Exchange Committee (SEC). 
 5. Shall be careful of the personal relationships with persons  
  who may have conflict of interest, for example, the business  
  partners, customers or trade competitors with IRPC Group.  
  Including the personal relationships or personal business with  
  colleagues that may cause the conflicts or affect work  
  atmosphere or operation.
 6. Information or opportunities obtained as IRPC’s personnel  
  must not be misused for personal benefits, benefits of  
  personal business, or the works other than those of the  
  company which affect to the operation.
 7. Not accepting work outside the IRPC Group or operate  
  a business that competes with the company which result in  
  the company benefits lose or less benefits gain than it should be. 
 8. Frequently self-examine if one has the interests or benefits  
  that conflict with the operation and shall provide annual  
  disclosure report of such suspicion that might have conflict of  
  interest with the company according to the company’s form  
  and notify the hierarchical supervisor and submit to the Office  
  of Cooperate Affairs.   
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 9. Attending the meeting to consider an agenda in which  
  the attendee has interests, that person must leave the  
  meeting temporarily and abstain from voting so that other  
  attendees have an opportunity to consider, analyse and  
  criticize without the influence of that stakeholder.
 10. In case of suspicion or uncertainty about the performance  
  of one’s own or the involvement of oneself and related  
  persons and such business has transaction with IRPC Group  
  that may have conflict of interest. The employee shall notify  
  the previous mention to the supervisor or the Office of  
  Cooperate Affairs immediately and submit the conflict of  
  interest report form afterwards.

  2.3.13 จำริริย่าบริริณและแนวป็ฏิิบัติ้ว่าด้วย่กัาริจัำดซืี�อ จัำดหา 

  “กัาริจำัดซีื�อ จำัดหา เป็็นกัริะบวนกัาริสำาค์ัญที�จำะสนับสน่น 
 กัาริดำาเนินกัิจำกัาริของกัล่่มไออาร์ิพีีซีี ให้ เป็็นไป็ต้ามหลักักัาริ 
 กัำากัับดูแลกัิจำที�ดี โดย่มีกัริะบวนกัาริจัำดซีื�อจำัดหาพีัสด่ที�โป็ริ่งใสและ 
 เกัดิป็ริะโย่ชน์สงูสด่ต่้อองค์์กัริ เป็น็ไป็ต้ามริะเบีย่บข้อบงัค์บัของบริษัิัท  
 บนพี่�นฐานกัาริแข่งขันที�เป็็นธุริริม สามาริถืต้ริวจำสอบและอธุิบาย่ได้”

 แนวป็ฏิิบัติ้ 
 1. ดำาเนินกัาริจัำดซืี�อจัำดหาสินค้์าและบริิกัาริด้วย่หลักัธุริริมาภิบาล 
  ที�ดี โดย่มีกัริะบวนกัาริต้ริวจำสอบกัาริได้รัิบสินค้์าและบริิกัาริที�ต้ริง 
  ต้ามค์วามต้้องกัาริ ทั�งค่์ณภาพี ค์วามค้่์มค่์า ริาค์า จำำานวน เวลา 
  กัาริให้บริิกัาริ และค์วามริวดเร็ิว เป็็นไป็ต้ามริะเบีย่บ ข้อกัำาหนด และ 
  หลักัเกัณฑ์์ต่้าง ๆ  ที�เกีั�ย่วข้อง ริวมทั�งค์ำานึงถึืงนโย่บาย่ด้านค่์ณภาพี  
  ค์วามป็ลอดภัย่ อาชีวอนามัย่ และสิ�งแวดล้อม
 2. มีกัาริวางแผู้นกัาริจัำดหาล่วงหน้าที�ดี เพี่�อหลีกัเลี�ย่งกัาริจัำดหา 
  อย่่างเริ่งด่วนโดย่ไม่มีเหต้่ผู้ลอันสมค์วริ 
 3. ให้เวลากัับคู่์ค้์าอย่่างพีอเพีีย่งในกัาริจัำดเต้รีิย่มเอกัสาริ หลักัฐาน  
  และเอกัสาริกัาริเสนอริาค์าต่้าง ๆ ทั�งนี� ข้อกัำาหนดหรืิอเงื�อนไข 
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 11. สนับสน่นให้มีกัาริจัำดหาสินค้์าและบริิกัาริจำากัผูู้้ป็ริะกัอบกัาริ 
  ที�ป็ฏิิบัติ้ต้ามกัฎหมาย่ เค์าริพีต่้อหลักัสิทธิุมน่ษัย่ชน ไม่เข้าข่าย่หรืิอ 
  มีป็ริะโย่ชน์จำากักัาริใช้แริงงาน หรืิอกัาริฟื้อกัเงิน หรืิอกัริะบวนกัาริ 
  ผู้ลิต้ที�ขัดต่้อกัฎหมาย่และศีลธุริริมอันดีงามของสังค์ม ต้ลอดจำน 
  ค์ำานึงถึืงค่์ณภาพี ค์วามป็ลอดภัย่ของสินค้์าและบริิกัาริที�จัำดซืี�อ 
  จัำดหา อันอาจำมีผู้ลต่้อส่ขภาพีอนามัย่ของผูู้้ใช้ พีนักังาน ช่มชน  
  สังค์มและสิ�งแวดล้อม
 12. บ่ค์ลากัริที�มีส่วนเกีั�ย่วข้องกัับกัาริจัำดหาพัีสด่ ต้้องไม่ใช้ข้อมูลจำากั 
  กัาริจัำดซืี�อจัำดหาเพ่ี�อป็ริะโย่ชน์ส่วนตั้ว หรืิอเปิ็ดเผู้ย่ให้กัับผูู้้ที�ไม่ 
  เกีั�ย่วข้องอย่่างเด็ดขาด

  2.3.14 Code of Conduct and Practices on Acceptance  
  and Offering Gifts, Assets or Other Benefits  

  “The IRPC Group adhere and uphold not to request,  
 accept, give bribes or other benefits from or to the person  
 involved in business with intention to act or to neglect wrongful  
 act or to exchange with the privilege of the company. For the  
 transparency without corruption of the IRPC Group’s  
 business, and to establish a good standard of operation with  
 full capacity without predicament or an effect on the decision  
 making of the operation.”

 Practices 
 1. The gifts, assets, souvenirs or other benefits from the third  
  party shall not be accepted in any cases. Unless it’s the case  
  that such deserved assets or benefits are in compliance with  
  the laws or rules and regulations issued by the virtue of law, or  
  receive from the relatives or a person giving with affection  
  according to their ability, or compliance with the good custom  
  and tradition that the company’s regulations have defined to  
  do so. 
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 2. It is prohibited that the personnel of the IRPC Group including  
   their families request or accept gifts, assets or other benefits  
   from the contractors, sub-contractors, customers, business  
   partners, joint-ventures or persons pertaining the company’s  
   business in any cases. This may affect biased operational  
   decisions or predicament or conflict of interest.
 3. The discretion may be used for giving gifts, assets or other  
   benefits to the third party in a manner that is not unreasonable  
   or extravagant, or does not violate the good tradition or laws  
   of Thailand or the local area in which IRPC Group invests.  
   However, the laws, rules, regulations or requirements for  
   accepting gifts, assets and other benefits of the recipient shall  
   be taken into account as well.
 4. The gifts and souvenirs shall be accepted in an appropriate  
   opportunity according to the custom and tradition only. The  
   value is fixed not to exceed the company’s regulations (no  
   over three thousands baht) and if it’s necessary to accept  
   the over-price gift, the supervisor shall be notified to consider 
   the necessity and the appropriateness. 
 5. Inform the policy on the non-acceptance gifts to the third  
   party, customers, business partners, suppliers, contractors,  
   sub-contractors, joint-ventures or the person pertaining the 
   company’s business. 
 6. Business entertainment expense and other expenses directly  
   related to the performance of business contract is acceptable.  
   However, the expenses must be reasonable and not against  
   the company’s anti-corruption and non- acceptance gift policy. 
 7. The bribes or any similar benefits shall not be given to the  
   personnel of the IRPC Group or to the third party, especially 
   the government officials. Strictly considering the actions that  
   may violate the law and the local custom.
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 8. In the necessary case to accept the gifts, souvenirs or other  
  benefits and cannot return, shall notify the supervisor and  
  deliver it to the agency assigned by the company to collect  
  gifts, assets or other benefits in order to donate to the outside  
  persons or organizations for charity or public benefits. 

         2.3.15 Code of Conduct and Practices on Charitable 
  Donation and Funding 

        “The IRPC Group support the charitable donation and  
  funding to develop the community and society, and to  
  develop the quality of life, to build economy and strength  
  for the community and society with the charitable donation  
  and funding for the charitable organization or other  
  organizations. The procedures shall be considered and  
  approved by the authorized person according to the  
  regulations along with the auditing, controlling and  
  monitoring process in order that the money is used to  
  serve the purpose, and not to be used as an excuse of  
  bribery and corruption.”  

 Practices
 1. To donated money to the charitable organizations that  
  have the purpose for the social benefits, these organizations  
  must be trustful. This shall proceed on behalf of the company  
  with the transparency through the procedures according  
  to the regulations and legitimacy. There shall be a monitoring  
  and auditing to ensure that the donated money is used for  
  the public benefits and truly serve the donation purposes.
 2. The sponsorship whether as money, objects or assets for  
  the activity or any projects shall has the objectives to enhance  
  the business and build the good image of IRPC Group or  
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  PTT group. There shall indicate clearly the name and logo  
  of the companies of the IRPC Group and proceed with  
  transparency through the procedures according to the  
  regulations and legitimacy without the conflict of interest and  
  there shall be the evidence or response letter from the  
  organizations that received the donated or funded money.
 3. Explicitly define the donation and funding authorization  
  that indicate the amount and hierarchy of consideration.  
  The approval evidence shall be kept and recorded in the  
  accounting system and audited by the Office of Corporate  
  Internal Audit and/or external auditor to ensure that the  
  donation and funding are honest and transparent. 

  2.3.16 จำริริย่าบริริณและแนวป็ฏิิบัต้วิา่ด้วย่กัาริใช้เทค์โนโลยี่ 
  สาริสนเทศและกัาริสื�อสาริ 

  “กัล่่มไออาริพี์ีซี ีกัำาหนดใหเ้ทค์โนโลย่สีาริสนเทศและกัาริสื�อสาริ 
 เป็น็ปั็จำจัำย่สำาค์ญัที�ช่วย่ส่งเสริิมกัาริดำาเนนิธุ่ริกิัจำและเพ่ี�มป็ริะสทิธิุภาพี 
 ในกัาริทำางาน กัาริใช้เทค์โนโลย่ีสาริสนเทศและกัาริสื�อสารินั�น 
 บ่ค์ลากัริท่กัค์นต้้องพึีงริะมัดริะวังให้มีกัาริใช้งานอย่่างถูืกัต้้องและ 
 มีป็ริะสิทธิุภาพี ภาย่ใต้้ข้อบังคั์บของกัฎหมาย่ ค์ำาสั�ง และริะเบีย่บข้อบังคั์บ 
 และให้มีค์วามต้ริะหนักัถึืงค์วามสำาคั์ญของค์วามมั�นค์งป็ลอดภัย่ 
 ดา้นเทค์โนโลย่สีาริสนเทศ โดย่ริะมดัริะวงัไมใ่หเ้กัดิผู้ลกัริะทบต้อ่บริิษััท 
 และผูู้้มีส่วนได้เสีย่โดย่ริวม”

 แนวป็ฏิิบัติ้
 1. จัำดให้มีกัาริบริิหาริค์วามป็ลอดภัย่ของริะบบข้อมูลสาริสนเทศ ซึี�ง 
  หมาย่ถึืง ริะบบค์อมพ่ีวเต้อร์ิและข้อมูลค์อมพ่ีวเต้อร์ิต้ามมาต้ริฐาน 
  สากัล
 2. ป้็องกัันและดูแลริะบบสาริสนเทศที�อยู่่ในค์วามค์ริอบค์ริองหรืิออยู่่ใน 
  ค์วามรัิบผิู้ดชอบของต้น ไม่ให้ถูืกับ่ค์ค์ลที�ไม่ได้รัิบอน่ญาต้เข้าถึืงข้อมูล 
  โดย่มิชอบ และไม่เปิ็ดเผู้ย่ข้อมูลที�ค์วามสำาคั์ญทางธุ่ริกิัจำต่้อผูู้้ไม่ 
  เกีั�ย่วข้อง




